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Let Q be a fixed tinite set of connected graphs. Results are given which, in principle, permit 
the Ramsey number r(G, H) to be evaluated exactly when G and H are sufficiently large 
disjoint unions of graphs taken from 3. Such evaluations are often possible in practice, as 
shown by several examples. For instance, when m and n are large, and m s n, 
r(m&, nK,) = (k - l)m + In + r(K,_,, K,_,) - 2. 
Let G and H be (simple) graphs. Then define the Ramsey number r(G, H) to 
be the least number p such that, if the edges of the complete 2rapI-r KP are colored 
red and blue, either the red subgraph contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph 
contains a copy of H. 
An important case is that in which G and H are disjoint unions of graphs 
chosen from some tied finite set 5% Various special cases of this have been 
considered, but those general results that are known are contained primarily in 
[l] and [2]. In [l], the value of r(mG, nH) is determined approximar,ely, for large 
~lt and n, for any connected G and H, and a more general result 2 stated in 
passing, essentially the Theorem 1.1 we will state below. Specifically, the value 
is determined up to a bounded error. In 121, the values of r(G, nH) and 
r(nG, nHj are determined exact!y (in a sense) when n is large. Especially for 
+G, nH), the determination is somewhat indirect. That is, no “closed-form” 
formula is given. Instead, it is shown that there is a critical coloring of a certain 
form. The main result we prove here, Theorem 1.2, is of the same character. In 
prinicple, for any choice of 59, it is possible to carry out a finite computation 
which enables one to write down ail values of r(G, H) when G and H are both of 
the given type and large. It is often possible to carry out this computation in 
practice, as will be seen. 
In generai, we use the notation of Harary [3]. In particular, p(G), k(G), and 
d(G) relJresent he order, number of components, and maximum degree of G, 
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respectively. However, instead of /IO(G) to denote the vertex independence 
number of G, we will use the abbreviation /3(G). Note that for any G, 
B(G) 3 k(G) and P(G) - /3(G) 3 k(G). Furthermore, the functions p, k, and /3 
are additive over disjoint unions of graphs. These facts will be used frequently in 
the i@&S y::: st;e, ;;tbd will usually not be mentioned explicitly. 
“#c ~r;kti ;fie following convention: We regard the set 99 as fixed for the rest of 
the paper. The elements of 93 are connected graphs from which all components of 
G, H, etc., will be chosen. Of course, since 93 is a set, not a graph, 131 denotes 
the number of graphs in 93, not the number of vertices in the graphs. Let s and 48 
denote the largest values of p(GJ and @(G,), respectively, over all Gi E 93. 
Observe that if all the components of G come from 3, then k(G) <#J(G) s 
s s k(G) and k(G) <p(G) -p(G) ss l k(G), so that /3(G) ss l (p(G) - B(G)) 
and p(G) -p(G) ss . /3(G). Also, in what follows the symbols c, co, cl, . . . will 
always denote effectively computable constants that depend only on 18. In 
addition, the term “large” means ano, where no is an effectively computable 
constat depending only on 9% (Unlike the c’s, this implicit no varies with the 
context.) 
The following result is a weak version of our main result, and is needed for its 
proof. It has some independent interest, since the lower bound does not depend 
on +Ae number of components of G and H. 
Theorem1.1 ([I]). Thereisacoswh thdfG undHaredi&jointunionsofgraphs 
from 3, then 
p(G) +p(H) - hn(b(G), B(H)) - 1 s r(G H) 
q(G) *p(H) - min(B(G), B(H)) + CO. 
Only a sketch of a proof of this was given in [l]. We will give a full proof in the 
next section, along with some lemmas the proof of our main result. To state this 
result, Theorem 1.2, we need a few definitions. Define a canonicul coloring of KP 
to be a coloring for which the vertices may be partitioned into sets A and B, 
where all the edges of {A) are red, all those of {B) are blue, and all those 
joining A to B are the same color (red or blue). We call A and B the red and blue 
sets respectively, and the edges joining them the connecting edges. The usual 
definition of a canonical coloring allows two types (see [4], for instance), but for 
our purposes, we limit our definitim to one type. 
Z’k!Inz a nearly canonical coloring of fq = Ki with excepiional set E c V(F) to 
be a coloring such that (V(F) - E) is canonically colored, with all edges joining 
the red set A of (V(F) - E) to .E being blue arid all those joining the blue set B 
to E being red. The coloring of (E) is arf;itrary. Of course, if jEj = p - 2, any 
owever, we will be concerned here with cases 
designate a nearly canonical coloring by the 
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triple (A, B, E). This is a slight abuse of language, since the coloring of (E) is 
unspecified, but no confusion should arise. 
Theorem 1.2. There is a c for which the following holds. Let G and H have m and 
n components, respectively, the components all being chosen from 3. If m and n 
are sufficiently large, then there is a (G, Hj-critical coloring which is nearly 
canonical, with the exceptional set E satisfying 1 E( s c. 
This theorem, which is our main result will be proved in Section 3. Section 4 
will give some results that clarify its significance, and some exact evaluations in
particular cases. As an illustration of what can be done, we have the following, 
very special, case. 
Theorem 4.4. If k and 1 are fixed, then if m and n are large, with m s n, 
r(mKk, nKt) = mk + nl - r(Kk+ K& 
For the most part, however, such specific results as these will be deferred to a 
later paper, because the general results presented here require so much space to 
present. 
2. Lemmas for the proof of the main resti 
In this section, we prove the lemmas we need, including Theorem 1.1. We 
begin with some terminology for colorings. First, the terms “coloring” and 
“‘2-coloring” will always mean here a coloring of the edges of a graph (usually a 
corn- n+a -- &~., gluphj -with the colors red and blue. A (G, Hj-good coloring of KP is 
one in which no red G not blue H occur. Necessarily, p c r(G, H). We call such a 
coloring (G, Hj-critical if p = r(G, H) - I. We will often drop the (6, =k?) from 
the above terms, and from similar terms, when it is clear what is meant. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 requires another concept, one central to the theory 
of Ramsey number for mu!tiple copies, namely that of a tie. Let G and H be 
connected graphs. Define a 2-colored graph T (not necessarily a complete graph) 
to be a (G, H$tie if p(T) =p(G)/?(H) +p(H)/S(G) -@(C)/3(H) and T contains 
both a red fl(H)G and a blue @(G)H. This was called a “bowtie” in [ 1 9 p. 921 9 as 
was a somewhat simpler graph in the rest of that paper. This simpler graph was 
called a tie in [2]. 
Before proving Theorem 1.1 9 we nee,d a lemma, Lemma 2.2 below, which is a 
simple corollary of Lemma 2.1. Both lemmas will be needed in the proof of 
Theorem 9.2. 
Let an integer x > 0 be given. Then there is an 
niy on %+ and x, such that the following holds: If G and 
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unions of graphs from 3, with p = max(p(G), p(H)), then any coloring of Kp+y 
contains either a red G, a blue H, or a canonically colored co.mplete subgraph with 
red and blue sets each of order x. 
f. Suppose that the KP+, contains neither a red G nor a blue H. Let G ’ be 
the largest red graph that can be found that consists of componeats of G. By 
hypothesis, G’ # G, so that some component G1 of G is missing in red from the 
graph induced by the p + y - IG’l > y vertices outside of 6;‘. Therefore, for any 
Z, these vertices contain a blue K,, provided we have chosen y so that 
y 2 r(Gl, Kz). By a similar argument, we have a red Kz as well. It is not hs;.;-d to 
see that if z is large enough, these two complete graphs are necessarily joined by 
a monochromatic bipartite graph Kx,x. (It is not clear who first proved this fact. 
For bounds on z in terms of x, see [5], Chapter 12.) Deleting all vertices not in 
the Kx,* gives the desired canonically colored subgraph. Cl 
Lemma 2.2. Let graphs G1 and H1 from 3 be given. Then there is an integer cl > 0 
such that the following holds: If G and H are disjoint unions of graphs from 3, 
with p = max(p(G), p(H)), then any coloring of KP+=, contains either a red G, a 
blue H, or a (G1, H&tie. 
Proof. If x is large enough, the canonically-colored Kti guaranteed by Lemma 
2.1 for an appropriate y = cl is easily seen to contain a (G1, H&tie. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first prove the lower bound. Consider a canonically- 
colored complete graph with red and blue sets of p(G) - l?(G) - 1 and p(H) - 1 
vertices, respectively, and with red connecting edges. This graph obviously 
contains no red G and no blue H, so that r(G, H) >p(G) +p(H) - /3(G) - 2. By 
symmetry, r(G, H) >p(G) +p(iY) -/3(H) - 2. Putting these two inequalities 
together yields the lower bound. 
We now turn to the upper bound. Let b = I%! /3. Let G and H have m and n 
components, respectively. We first prove that r(G, H) ep(H) + c2 for m s b. 
Nere we take c2 to be the maximum value of r(G, Hi), where G has b 
components taken from 3, and H’ is any component of H. We use induction on 
n. Our choice of c2 makes ahe result immediate when n = 1, so let p1> 1 and 
assume that it is true for n - 1. Consider a 2-colored mmplete graph on b(M) A- c2 
vertices, and assume that is has no red G. Let Hi be any component of H, and let 
H’ be the graph formed from H by deleting Hi. Clearly, a blue Hi must occur in 
the graph. Delete this blue Hi. Tkis leaves p(W) + c2 vertices, so a blue H’ 
occlurs in these vertices by the induction hypothesis. Therefore a blue H = H’ U 
H’ OCCUPS in the original complete graph. Hence, r(G, H) sp(H) + c2 <p(G) + 
p(H) - p(G) + ci when m s 6. By symmetry, r(G, H) <p(G) +p(H) - p(G) + 
cl when n s 6. Torus Theorem 1.1 is true, with max(c2, ci) in place of co, 
whenever min(m, n j S b. 
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We prove the general result by induction on I = min(m, n), taking co = 
max(cz, &, cl), where cl is as in Lemma 2.2. We have just proved this for I s 6, 
so assume that I > b, snd that the result is true for all I’ < i. Let G and H be such 
that min(m, n) = I, and consider a 2-colored complete graph on p(G) + p(H) - 
mir@(G), p(H)) f co vertices. If a red G or blue H occur, we are done, so 
suppose that they do not occur. The fact that I > 6 = 13118 quarantees that for 
some G1 and H1 in %, G and H have at least b&81 = /T? copies of G1 and HI, 
respectively. Since co acl, Lemma 2.2 guarantees us that our complete graph 
contains a (G,, H&tie. This tie has 
vertices; delete these vertices from the complete graph. The tie contains j?(H,) 
copies of Gl, and /Y?(G,) copies of Hl. Let G’= G -@(Hl)Gl and H’= H - 
j3(Gl)Hl. It is easy to see that the new complete graph has p(G’) +p(H’) - 
min(@(G’), /3(H’)) + co vertices, so by the in&s&on hypothesis, it contains either 
a red G ’ or a blue H’. From this it is immediate $!~a$ t&z &&inal complete graph 
had either a red G or a blue H. This completes ;k proof. Ki 
Our next lemma puts a retriction on tk stz~~~=e of (G, H)-critical colorings. 
Lemma 2.3. There is a c3 for which the following holds: Let F be a canonically 
colored graph whose connecting edges are red and whose rc?& and blue sets each 
have at least c3 vertices. Then if G and ff -1 r v ~&%ckntly large disjoint unions of 
members of ‘9, and /3(G) > fl(Hj +- es, z~- (&, Qcritical coloring can contain a 
copy of F. 
Proof. Set c3 = s2(co + s + 2). Assume that the desired result is false, and 
consider any large G and H for which there is a critically-colok ed .K,._, containing 
a copy of F. By Theorem 1.1, r -lap(G)+p(H)-/3(H)-2. Let A and B 
denote the red and blue sets, respectively, of F. Also, let G’ be a graph formed 
from s(cQ + s + 2) components of G. Then s(co + s t- 2) s #!(G’) < s2(co -:- Q + 
2) = c3, and p (G ‘) s s2(co + s + 2) = cTJ. Let H’ be a graph formed from the 
minimum number ~,f components of H such that p(H’) 3 @(G’). Necessarily, 
p(H’) < p(G’) + s. Note that H’ has at least k(H’) 2 @(G’)/s aca 4-s + 2 com- 
ponents. Al.so set G” = G - G’, H” = H - H ‘, and observe that 
B(H”) < B(H) < P(G) - c3 < /3(G) - @(G’) = @(G’). 
Choose A0 c,A, Bo s B with p(G’) - /3(G’) and p(H’) vertices, respectively, and 
observe that (A0 U Bo) contains a red G’ and a blue PI’. Delete the vertices of 
A0 CJ B. from our Kr_l, leaving at least 
P(G) + P(H) - B(H) - 2 - (P(G’) + P(H’) - B(G’)I 
= P(G”) + P(H) - B(H) - (PCH’) - NG’)) - 2 
>p(G”) +p(H) - b(H) -s - 2 
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vertices. This graph must contain neither a red 6” not a blue H”, so that we must 
have r(G’, H”) >p(G’) +p(H) -/3(H) -s - 2. But we have, since /3(H’) < 
p( Cl’), that 
r(G”, H’) sp(G’) + p(H”) - @(HI’) + co 
=p(G”) +p(H) - g(H) -p(H’) + /?(H’) + co 
<p(G’) +p(H) -/3(H) -s - 2. 
where the last step follows from the fact that k(H’) 3 co + s + 2. This is a 
contradiction, completing the proof. Cl 
Our last lemma is a refinement of Lemma 2.2 in a special case. The constants c3 
and 2 that appear have these values for technical reasons. The result remains true 
if they are replaced by any other constants. 
2.4. There is a c4 with the following property. Let G and H be disjoint 
unions of members of ‘9, with /3(G) s p(H) + c3, and let Gi and Hj be any two 
members of 9% Also, let tap(G) +p(H) - p(G) - 2, and let a 2-colored Kt be 
@en which has no red G and no (Gi’ Hj)-tie. Then this Kt contains a blue H*, 
where H* is a subgraph of H consikting of components of H, and where 
t -p(H*) sc4. 
hf. Take Cq=S2(k3+c1+2)+C1. Without loss of generality, E =p(G) + 
p(H) - /3(H) - 2. If t < c4, there is nothing to prove, since we may take H* to be 
empty. Hence we may assume that t 2 c 4. Applying Lemma 2.2, we have either a 
red G* or a blue H* which has at least ,t - cI vertices. (G * consists of components 
of G.) If the latter case holds, we are done, since c3 c cb, so assume that we have 
the red G*. We will show that in fact G* = G, contradicting a condition on the 
K1. Assume first that p(G) as2(2c3 + cl + 2). Then /I(G) 2 k(G) ~s(2c3 + cl + 
2), so that p(H) %(2c3 + cl + 2) - c3 > s(c3 + cl + 2). Hence, p(H) - j3(H) 2 
@(H)/s > c3 + cl + 2. We have t ap(G) +p(H) - B(H) - c3 - 2, so that t 3 
p(G)+c,. Then the red G* we have had p(G) vertices, so that G* = G, a 
contradiction. So if the red G* is to exist, we must have p(G) < s2(2c3 + c; + 2). 
However, since t 3 c4 = s2(2c3 + cl + 2) + cl, we have the same contradiction 
again. 0 
We now have the lemmas needed to prove our principai result. 
t m and rr be large, and consider any G and H with rn 
and PZ components from 3, respectively. Set cs = c4 + @, and call any component 
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of G or H scurce if fewer than c5 copies of it occur, and @e&,&i other&e. ~#e 
will also apply the terms “scarce” and “‘plentiful” to components of subgraphs of 
G 5~~3 L;il. Set G’= G, H’ = H; as we proceed, we will transfer, in several steps, 
components from G’ and H’ to two other graphs 6” and H”, assumed to be 
initially empty. To keep track of these transfers we will put subscripts on G’, GM, 
H’, and H' at various steps. At each step we will have Gi = G’f U Gy, 
Hi=HiUHy. 
Consider any (G, H)-critical coloring of K,+ where r = r(G, H). Denote the 
vertex set of this &+ by ‘4. 3’rEr plan is to partition V into sets E, A, B, T, X 
with the following properties: T is spanned by an appropriate set of ties, X is 
spanned either by a set of components of G’ in red or a set of components of H’ 
in blue, and (E U A U B) has a nearly canonical coloring in which E is small. We 
will then show that the nearly canonical coloring of (E U A U B) can be extended 
to a complete graph on IV1 vertices, yielding the desired critical coloring. 
the proof follows that of [2]; as far as possible, WC will use the notation of that 
proof. 
Let Gl and HI be the most numerous components of G and H respectively, 
with ml and nl copies respectively. Necessarily, these will be plentiful. 
We now apply Lemma 2.1 ta our &+ Theorem 1.1 guarantees that we may 
apply this lemma if m and n are large enough, since 
p(G) +p(H) - min(lg(G), /3(H)) - max(p(G), p(H)j 3 min(m, nj. 
Thus we have two sets of vertices A0 and Bo, as large as we like, such that 
(A0 U B,) is canonically colored, with red set A0 and blue set Bo. We assume that 
the connecting edges are red. We may do this without loss ef generality, but by 
Lemma 2.3, this implies that B(G) s /3(H) + c3. By Theorem 1.1, this inrplies in 
turn that 
P(G) + P(H) - B(G) - 2 s P - 1 =q(G) +p(H) - p(G) + c6, 
where c6 = co + c3 - 1. 
The sets A0 and B. can be made arbitrarily large if m and n are large enough, 
although the number of vertices in they= may well be much smaller than m or n. 
In any case, we reduce the size of A0 and B. so that 
I.csol = dvHd(P(Gd - BWlN9 Pal = @WllPW~ 
where we make q as large as possible, subject to I the constraint j&U &I c 
min(mI, z~)/(sS). Observe that q/3(G&3(Hl j = /3(@3(H~)G~) = @(q@(Gi);Lilj* me 
set (V-&- B,) has at least 
p(G) +p(Hj - /3(G) - 2 - @(f&jp(Gi) - qp(G,)p(Jfij + qp(G~)D(pI,j 
= p(G - q/3(Hl)G,) +p(H - q@(G,)Pl,j - ,p(G - qp(H~)G,j - 2 
vertices. 
Kext we find ties in (V - A0 - Bo) , in the fd!swing manner. Choose any 
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and Hi that are plentiful in G’ and H’ respectively, except hat we do not use Gl 
or HI until ail other components have become scarce in G’ or H’. If possible, find 
a (Gi, Hi)-tie in ( V - A, - &). AGIIIUV~ n -----.+ the vertices of this tie from ( V - A0 - 
&,), putting these vertices into a set Z& At the same time, transfer /3(H) copies 
of G from Gi to G” and /?(G) copies of I? from H’ to H”, that is, as many copies 
of these graphs as are contained in the tie. Repeat this process, diminishing 
(V - A0 - l&J, G’, and H’, and increasing TO, G”, and H”. Note that at each 
stage, p(G”) = p(H”). Continue doing this until we can proceed no farther. Let 
G& G& HA, and Hg denote the altered G’, G”, H’, and H” we have reached at 
this point. If 4 was chosen large enough, it cannot be that the reason we can 
proceed no farther is that all components of G& or Hk are scarce. For suppose 
that we had a red Gh (say) in (V - A0 - & - To). Then, since A0 U & is large 
and all components of Gh are scarce, we could find a red G& in (AU U R,), and so 
a red G in ( V), contradicting the goodness of our coloring of ( Y) w 
Therefore, the reason that we can proceed no farther is that for some i and j, 
(V - A0 - B. - To) contains no (Gi, H&tie. We now apply Lemma 2.4, where 
(V - A0 - & - ji6) plays the part of the K,, and where G& - q@(Hl)Gl and 
Hk- q#l(Gl)Hl play the parts of G and H, respectively. It is easy to see that 
(V - A0 - & - Z&( satisfies the inequality required of t. Also, we cannot have a 
red G& - qg(Hl)Gl in (V - A0 - B. - To), since there is a red Gi U q/?(H,)G, in 
(A0 U B. U To). Therefore, Lemma 2.4 tells us that there is a blue H* that uses all 
but at most c4 vertices of (V - A0 - B. - To), where H* consists of components 
of HA- qg(G,)H,. Delete the vertices of this HP from (V - A0 U B. U To), 
putting them in a new set XI and denoting the vertices remaining in (V - A0 U 
B,, U T,) by El. Also, transfer the components of this H* from Hh to Hg, calling 
the results Hi and Hi. Although Ao, &, T,, 66, and Gi have not changed, give 
them subscripts of 1 for consistency. 
At this point? we have partitioned V into sets El, Al, Bl, T,, and XI, with the 
following properties. The graph (A, U Bl) is canonically colored, with connecting 
edges red, and both Al and Bl are large if m and n were chosen large enough. TI 
is spanned by a set of ties, contains a red Gg and a blue H;, and has 
p(Gi) +p(&) - /3(Gi) vertices. Furthermore, XI is spanned by a blue Hy - Hi, 
and IElI s c,+ Finally, any component hat was plentiful in G or H, respectively, 
still has at least cs - /3 = c4 copies in Gh and HA. 
We now wish to see that p(Gi) +p(H;) c jmin(m-,, nl). From Theorem 1.1, 
we have 
r - 1 ap(G) +p(H) -/3(G) - 2. 
The way we have constructed Gq and sly guarantees that 
I 
min(rpn! I ~1~) 
-= 1 =(p(G’;)fp(H’;)-@(G’;))= IA&B1 UE,!+- --. 4 6’ .* 
(4s) * “4 
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Combining these two inequalities leads to 
$min(ml, nl)a2S(p(G)-p(GQ+p(Jf) -g(~~)-B(G)+S(C’;)-c4-2) 
>S(P(Gi) + P(Hi) - 1B(Gi)) 
2 p(GI) + p(Hi), 
SO that we have the inequality we wanted. This immediately implies that the only 
plentiful components of Gi and Hi are GI and HI, respectively; however, all 
other components that were plentiful in G and H have at least c4 cogies in @; and 
H;. 
We will now reduce El, Al, and Bt in several steps, adding ties to T1, 
ultimately arriving at the E, A, B, T described at the beginning of the proof. The 
set & will not participate in these steps, but will be considered again near the end 
of the proof, where we will call it AT. 
For our first step, suppose that El contains a vertex with at least A(H,) blue 
edges joining it to 0” 1. If so, then it is easy to see that this vertex, together with 
some vertices of Al and B,, span a (GI, H&tie. Remove such ties in turn, moving 
them to Tl. Call the altered sets of vertices E2, A*, Ba, T2. Also, for each tie 
found, transfer @(HI) copies of G, from Gi to 0”: and @(Gi) copies of HI from Hi 
to Hy. Call the resulting graphs G& Ga, Hi, and Hg, respectively. If we have 
chosen m and n, and therefore Al and B,, large enough, then A2 and & will still 
be large compared to E2. 
At this point, fewer than A(H) lE21 blue edges join E2 to &. Hence, for all but 
at most A(H) lE21 special vertices of &, only red edges join a vertex of & to E2. 
Each of these special vertices of B2, and indeed of any vertices of &, is part of 
a (G1, H&tie, using other vertices of A2 and I&. Transfer all of the excceptional 
vertices to T2, along with sufficient other vertices of A2 and &, in ihe form of 
ties. This yields new sets A3# B3, 7$ E2 is not affected, but we set E3 = E2 for 
consistency. In addition, denote the appropriately modified G;, Gzi _H& and Hg 
by G;, G& Hi, and Hg respectively. 
If m and n are large enough, then A3 and B3 are still large compared to Es, and 
by construction, all edges between ES and & are red. Using this latter fact, it is 
easy to see that any vertex with at least A(G) red edges joining it to A3 is part of 
a (G1, H&tie which uses only this vertex and vertices of A3 and B3. So we now 
proceed similar!y to the last two steps. We first remove any vertex of Es with 
A(G) red edges joining it to A3 by into orating it in a tie and moving the tie to 
&. This process yields new sets E4, A4, B4, G. Finally, remove any vertex of A4 
joined to any vertex of E4 in red in a similar manner, yielding sets Es, As, B,, G. 
At each of these steps, move the appropriate number of G1 from GI to Gy, and 
HI from Hi to My, leading finally to G;, G;, H;, and Hg. 
We see at this -pint that {ES U A5 U B5) has a nearly canonical coloring with 
exceptional set Es, where I ES1 s c4. Furthermore, anned by a set of ties. 
Therefore, we drop the subscripts, also setting since (E, A, B, T, X) 
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represents the partition of V we sought at the beginning of the proof. In addition, 
drop the subscripts from G& G’;, H;, and H’;. Our method of construction 
assures us that there are still at least c4 copies of G1 and H1 in G’ md H’, ar?d 
that this is also true for all other components that were plentiful in G or H. In 
addition, note that (T UX) contains a red G” and a blue H”, SO that 
(A u B U E) can contain neither a red G’ nor a blue H’. Observe also that if m 
and IC were chosen large enough, A and B will be large relative to E. 
We now give a nearly canonical coloring of (V) = K,+, by expanding A and B 
and eliminating Tand X. By construction, IT U Xl =p(G”) +p(H”) - /3(P). Ibm 
disjoint sets A ‘, B’, and E’, with IAl +p(G”)- jT?(G”), 1B1 -p(H”), and IEI 
vefiices, respectively. Set V’ =E’UA’UB’, so that jVj=r-1. Form a com- 
plete graph on V ‘. Give this complete graph a nearly canonical coloring 
(A’, B ‘, Et), with connecting edges red, and with (E' ) colored just like (E). 
The proof will be complete if we can show that (V’) contains no red G and no 
blue H. 
Assume the contrary, considering first the simpler case in which (VP) contains 
a blue H. We have IE' I s c4, so that at most c4 components of this blue H can have 
a vertex in E’. Let H* denote the components of our blue H that have a vertex in 
E i. Since 1 E I s c4, and any component hat is plentifui in H stiii has at least c4 
copies in H’, we have H* E H’, where components are preserved. Therefore, we 
can partition the components of the blue H we have assumed was contained in 
(V’) into parts isomorphic to H’ and H” in such a way that all the components of 
H* are assigned, tothe H’; note that only members of H* can have a vertex in A ‘. 
IIence, all of the components of the H” are contained in (B’ ). Furthermore, 
since A is large, the members of H’ use no more than IAl = iA’1 -p(G”) +/i?(W) 
vertices of A’. Remove the p(H”) vertices from B’ assigned to the H” and 
&G”) - p(G”) vertices from A’ that are not assigned to the H’. The remaining 
vertices induce a graph colored isomorphically to (A U B U E). But from the 
above facts, the blue H’, whose existence we have assumed, must lie in this 
graph, which contradicts the construction of A, B, and E. 
I%NV consider the somewhat more complicated case in which we assume that 
(V’) contains a red G. Let G* denote the components of our red G that have a 
vertex in E’. As before, G* s G ‘, and we can partition the components of the 
red G into parts isomorphic to G’ and G” in such a way that di the components 
of G’ are assigned to G ‘. Thus, G” is confined to (A’ U B’). Next, we wish to 
show that we may assume, without loss of generality, that /3(G”) of the vertices of 
G” lie in B’. 
TO do this, we will show that p(H”) >/3(G). We have earlier seen that 
p(G;) +p(&) < bin(ml, nl), so that certainly p(H’) c in. We have already 
seen that /3(G) </3(H) + ~3, and it is clear that /3(H) s p(H) - n, so that we have 
/3(G) sp(H) + c3 - n =p(H”) +p(H’) + c3 -n cp(H”). 
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B not used in 6. 
From this, we may assume that the red G” in the red G that we have found uses 
@(GM) vertices of B’, and hence uses p(G”) -@(G”) vertices of A@. Now we are 
nearly done. Remove all these verties from A’ and B’. The remaining vertices 
induce a graph colored isomorphically to (A U B U E ). As with the blue H” 
before, the red G’, whose existence we have assumed, must lie in this graph, 
again contradicting the construction fA, B, and E. 
Therefore, our nearly canonical coloring is critical. Since 1 El s cb, we need 
only set c = c4 to comp!ete the proof. Cl 
4, Some applications 
Theorem 1.2 shows that in determining r(G, H) we can restrict our attention to 
a rather special class of coloring. In principle, r(G, H) can be determined exactly 
with only a finite (but possibly very large) amount of calculation. In this section, 
-we -will prove results that kg us restrict our attention even further, and that in 
many cases yield an exact evaluation rather easily. We will then apply these to a 
small number of specific results. A. major exploration of tFe implications of the 
theory developed here will have to wait for another paper. 
To State the results we want, it is necessary to give some further definitions, 
beginning with a natural extension ofthe Ramsey number. Let Z1 and 2& be sets 
of graphs. Then define r(&, %$) as in the Introduction, with “a copy of some 
member of %” (%$)” replacing “a copy of G (H)“. We make the convention that 
if 3& = {H}, we may replace %i by H in the formula. We also make some 
definitions from [2]. If G is connected, efine B3(G) to be the set of all graphs 
formed by removing amaximal independent set of vertices from G. Define 9,(G) 
to be all members of B3(G) that arose by the removal of exactly p”(G) vertices. 
Define 9,(G) and 9*(G) to be the set of all components of Bs and 94, 
respectively. If G is not connected, extend the definitions of 9$(G) by taking the 
union of 9i over all components of G. Our results will not directly involve 9& 
but we include it for comparison with results of 121. 
Lemasrna 4.k Let G and H each have a large number of comgo~ents, all of them 
chosen from 3. Consider a nearly canonical critical coloring (A, B, E) with 
comaecting edges red, and with the smallest possible 1 E 1. Let HI be a component of 
M which occurs nl times, and let S be a maximal set of blue members of 9&(&) in 
(E) . Then either S has at least nl + 1 members, or it is empty. 
Let r = r(G, H), and consider a nearly canonical coloring (A, B, E) of 
# r-18 where E is as small as possible. Let HI be a component ofH which occurs 
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nl times. Assume that (E) contains a maximal set S of I disjoint members of 
9#YI), where 1 s I s nI; we will derive a contradiction. Denote the union of 
these C graphs by W. Delete all vertices of the M* from E, and increase B by the 
same number of vertices, preserving the nearly-canonical nature of the coloring. 
Call the resulting graph K’, and the new sets B’ and E’. Note that no blue k& in 
K’ can have a vertex in E’. Since 1 E’I < IEI, and E was as small as possible, it 
must happen that (A U B’ U E’) contains a red G or a blue H. If G and H have 
enough components, Lemma 2.3 guarantees us that /J(G) c iBl< IB’l. Hence, 
there is no red G in the new graph. Thus, there must be a blue H. By 
construction, the n1 copies of HI in this H are contained entirely in B’, since they 
have no vertex in E’. Since H* E nlHI, we may remove the vertices 01 H* from 
the nIHI in (B), and put them back into E’. Since A is large, the vertices so 
moved, together with some vertices of A, give a blue lHI. Hence, the resulting 
graph contains a blue H. But this graph is colored identically to K’, a 
contradiction. Kl 
Now we prove a similar result for graphs in the connecting-edge color. The 
result is weaker than the above; this is unavoidable, as an examination of 
Theorem 4.6 below demonstrates. 
Gemma 4.2. Let C a& H each have a large number of components, all of them 
chosen from %. Co.nsider a nearly canonical critical coloring (A9 B, E) with 
connecting edges red, and with the smallest possible IEI. Let GI be a component of 
G which occurs ml times, and let S be a maximal set of red members of &(GI j in 
(E). Then either S has at least ml + 1 members, or it contains no member of 
%CGI)* 
Pro&. Let r = r(G, H), and consider a nearly canonical coloring (A, B, E) of 
K r-1, where E is as small as possible. Let GI be a component of G which occurs 
ml times. Assume that (E) contains a maximal set of k disjoint members of 
BI(GI), of which kI are members of $(GI), where 1 s kI 6 k G ml. Again, we 
wil! derive a contradiction. Denote the union of the kI graphs in %(GI) by G*, 
and move the vertices of G* from E, to A, preserving the nearly-canonical nature 
of the coloring. Call the new graph K’, and the new sets A’ and E’. Since 
IE’I c IEI, and E was as small as possible, it must happen that (AU B’U E’) 
contains a red G or a blue H. The latter is clearly impossible, so there must be a 
red G in the new graph. At most k - kl of the ml copies of GI in this G have a 
vertex in E’, so there is a red kIGI with no vertex in E’. Since p(G) < IBI, we 
may assume without loss of generality that this kIGI is arranged so that the part in 
(N) has a subgraph isomorphic to 63’. Remove the vertices of this G* from A’, 
and move them back to E’. T%e resulting graph still has a red G; but it is colored 
identically to the original graph, a contradiction. 0 
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It is possible to evaluate r(G, H) when some components occur in only a few 
copies, and such questions will be studied at some length in a later paper. To save 
space, we will only prove one result of this sort (Theorem 4.7). Otherwise, we 
will restrict ourselves to situations in which all components are numerous. 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 point the way to bounds on r(G, H) in terms of certain other 
Ramsey numbers, as the following theorem shows. ‘We first define 9: to be the 
set of members of 5@ which do not contain any other graph in 9i. The significance 
of this last definition is that 
Theorem 4.1. Let G and H each have a large number of components chosen jkom 
9% Then if every component occurs a sufficient number of times, we have 
max[p(G) +p(H) -B(G) + @f(G), %(H99 - 2, P(G) +&Hi - P^CH9 
+ @f(G), W(H)9 - 21 
=r(G, H) 
s max[p(Gl +p(H) - B(G) + r&(G), S(H)) - 2, p(G) + P(H) . 
- B(H) + @G(G), %(H99 - 21. 
Proof. We prove the upper bound first. Consider the nearly canonical critical 
coloring (A, B, E) guaranteed by Theorem 1.2. Suppose that every component of 
G or H occurs at least lE1 + 1 times. For now, assume that the connecting edges 
are red. Thus, if a red G or blue H were present, every component would have 
occurrences with no vertex in E. From this, Lemma 4.1 says that no blue rmember 
of B3(H) can occur in (E), and Lemma 4.2 says that no red member of 9*(G) 
can occur in (E). Therefore, 
I4 s @‘z(G), %(H)) - 1, 
and we may change 9i to 9: in this inequality. Furthermore, it is clear that 
IB) <p(H) - 1, an d, by Lemma 2.3, IAl ep(G) -#J(G) - 1. Thus, any nearly 
canonical critical coloring whose connecting edges are red has no more than 
p(G) -c p(H) - p(G) + r(iB~(G j, 9f(H)) - 3 
vertices. By symmetry, any nearly canonical critical coloring whose connecting 
edges are blue has no more than 
p(G) +p(H) - B(H) + $%(G), %W99 - 3 
vertices. Since there must be a nearly canonical critical coloring of one of these 
two types, the desired upper bound follows immediately. 
l!dow we turn to the lower bound. Consider a nearly canonical coloring 
(A,B,E),w~~r~!AJ=p(G)-B(G)-l,IBI=p(H)-l,IEJ=r(~~(G),~j( 
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where the connecting edges are red, and where (E) has a (9:(G), 9:(H))- 
good coloring. This is a (G, Hj-good coloring with 
P(G) V(H) - B(G) + r(%(G), WH)) - 3 
vertices, so that r(G, H) is greater than this value. By symmetry, there is also a 
(G, H)-good coloring with 
P(G) + P(H) - B(H) + r(%(G), S(H)) - 3 
vertices; the desired lower bound follows immediately. q 
We see from the above proof that “occurs a sufficient number of times” can be 
taken to mean “occurs at least ]E] + 1 times” in the statement of Theorem 4.1. In 
view of this, we will weaken a definition used in Section 3 by calhng a component 
“plentiful” if it occurs at least ]E] + 1 times, where IE] is the smallest possible for 
any nearly canonical critical coloring. Note that this definition is not actually 
circular, although there is an element of circularity in it. In practice, it will usually 
be enough to observe that a component is certainly plentiful if it has more than 
r(GI, HI) occurrences, where GI and HI are the most numerous components of G 
and H, respectively. 
If m = n, and G and H each have only one type of component (necessarily 
plentiful), Theorem 4.1 has a simpler statement. The following is a strengthening 
of Theorem 5.1 of [2], in which 9: appeared instead of the second 9:. 
Theorem 4.2. Let G and H be connected graphs. Then if n is large enough, 
n(p(G) + P(H) - mWb(G)* B(H)) + JW(G), S(H)) - 2 
s r(nG, nH) 
s n(p(G) +p(H) - min@(G), ,B(H)) + r@;(G), aif(H)) - 2. . 
Theorem 4.1 is easiest o apply when 9 F(G) = 9;(G) and similarly for H. 
Easiest of all is the case in which 9,*(G) = 9:(G) = {K,}. Equivalently, in this 
case G has a vertex whose neighborhood is an independent set of p(G) vertices. 
This property was called 9 in [2]. Note that all bipartite graphs and all cycles with 
more than three vertices have property 9. 
4.3. Let G and H each have a large number of components chosen from 
3, where each component is plenk$ful, and where some component has property 5? 
Then 
r(G, H) = p(G) + p(H) - mix@(G), B(H)) - 1. 
e have the trivial Ramsey number r(&, %J = 1, where %!’ is any set of 
hs. Since 9; = 9; = 1) for both G and H, the result is immediate from 
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A restricted version of the above result was proved as Theorem 5.2 of [2]. The 
following was proved as Theorem 5.3 of [2] in the case nz = n. 
Thmrem 4J. If k and 1 are f?.xed, then if m and n are large, with m s n, 
r(m&, 6) = mk + nl - m + r(Kk+ K& - 2. 
prooI^, Bi(Kk) = {Kk_-l} for all i and k. Cl 
We now briefly explore some ramifications of our theory. First, one might hope 
that Theorem 4.1 could be replaced by an equality. In Theorems 4,3 and 4.4, 
9,* = 9,* for all the graphs concerned, leaving this possibility open. We now 
prove two theorems with 9f # 9?& one in which the lower bound in Theorem 4.1 
is sharp, the other in which the upper bound is sharp. Both involve graphs of the 
form Kk l KIB that is, a Kk and a Kt sharing a vertex. The next proof requires the 
following lemma, which can be easily derived from Theorem 4.1, or by 
examination of the proof of that theorem. 
Lemma 4.3. Let G and H be as in Theorem 4.1, and let (A, B, E) be a nearZy 
canonical coloring which is (G, H)-critical, and in which 1 E 1 is as small as 
possible. Assume that the connecting edges are red. Then 
r@:(G), B:(H)) - 1 G IEI s r@:(G), B:(H)) =- 1. 
Theorem 4.5. Let G = K4 l K+ Then if m and n ar large, where m s n, 
r(mG, nG) = 5.m + 7n + 5. 
Proof. We have p(G) =7, p(G) =2. Set 9:(G) = 9:; then 9f = {K3}, 9; = 
(K3 l K3}, 9: = (K3 9 K3, 2K3}. It is not hard to see that r(Br, !S?f) = 7 and 
r(S$, 9;) = 9. Therefore, by Theorem 4.1, Sm -I- 7n + 5 s r(mG, nG) s Sm + 
7n + 7. Now consider the nearly canonical critical coloring of Lemma 4.3; since 
m s n, we can make the assumption that the connecting edges are red. Then 
6 s IEe s 8. We wish to show that such a coloring cannot have more than 
Sm + 7n + 4 vertices. 
Suppose that (E) contains a red KB. Then (A! =S Sm - 3, since otherwise we 
have a rec1 .wG. A&O, jR[ s 7n - 1, as usual. tience, our coloring has no more 
than Sm-5+7n- 1+8=5m+7n+4 vertices. But if ( E ) contains no red K3, 
then it must have no more than r(K3, 9;) - 1 = 6 vertices, and we again have no 
more than 5m - 1 + 7n - 1 + G = 5m + 7n + 4 vertices. This completes the 
proof. q 
I-Iere, the lower bound was sharp. In the next result, it is the upper bound that 
is sharp. 
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‘I%eorem MO Let G = Kk l K2, H = Kl . Kz. Then if m and n are large, where 
m==n, 
r(mG, nH) = (k - 1)m + (I + l)n + r(Kk, K[) - 2. 
*of. We have p(G) = k + 1, p(H) =I+ 1, /J(G) = /3(H) =Z We also have 
g,*(G) = {K,} and B;(G) = 9f(G) = {Kk_-l}, and the same for H, except with 1 
in place of k. Hence, 
r@,*(G), S%(H)) = 1= @3*(G), W(H)), 
r@;(G), 9f(H)) = r(Kk, KJ = r@,*(G), B,*(H)), 
Therefore, 
(k - 1)m + (1 + 1)n - 1 s r(mG, nH) s (k - 1)m + (1 + l)n + r(&, KJ - 2. 
We must show that the upper bound is sharp. We employ the obvious nearly 
canonical coloring, which has IAl = (k - l)m - 1, IBI = (Z + l)n - 1, IEI = 
r(KR, K/) - 1, where (E) has a (KR, K&good coloring, and where the connecting 
edges are red. It is easy to see that any red G that occurs uses at least k - 2 
vetices of A and any blue H uses I vertices of B. Therefore, no red mG or blue 
nH occurs, so r(mG, nH) > (k - 1)m + (I + 1)n + r(Kk+ KIMI) - 3. Cl 
We close this section with one simple result which demonstrates that it is 
possible to treat cases in which not all components are plentiful. 
3. Let G and H each have a large number of components chosen from 
9% Assume that every component of G and H is plentiful. Then if /3(H) - /3(G) is 
large enough, we have for any I that 
r(G, H U Kl,J = max(r(G, H), p(G) +p(H) - /3(G) + lj. 
f. By Theorem 1.2, there is a (G, H U K&ritical coloring (A, B, E) which 
is nearly canonical, and as usual we assume that E is as small as possible. If 
/3(H) -p(G) is large enough, the connecting edges must be red. Suppose first 
that E is nonempty. Then there is a blue K1,l with its center in E and all its other 
vertices in A. It is easily seen that any blue component of H must lie entirely in 
(B), that is, it can have no vertex in common with the above K1 1. Therefore, 
there can be no blue H in the graph, and of course the graph cannot’contain a red 
6. Thus, the graph has no more than r(G, H) - I vertices in this case, and clearly 
it may be assumed to have this many. On the other hand, if E is empty, A has 
p(G) - /3(G) - d. vertices and B hasp(H U K1,J - 1 =p(H) + 1. The maximum of 
these two numbers is therefore r(G, H U K1 ,) - 1. Cl , 
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There are may interesting questions raised by the results proved here, and we 
will mention just a few of them. For instance, Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 demonstrate 
that r(G, H) can equal either the upper or the lower bound in Theorem 4.1; can 
it lie strictly between these bounds? More generally, it would be desirable to find 
general criteria which would permit one to classify large classes of pairs (G, H) 
according to whether r(G, H) equals one or the other bound, or lies in between. 
One might even hope to replace the inequalities in Theorem 4.1 with an 
equality. It is not unreasonable to hope for an exact evaluation of r(G, H) in 
terms of expressions imilar to those of Theorem 4.1 (when G and H have many 
components). That is, perhaps r(G, H) equals the maximum of a finite set of 
expressions, each involving a Ramsey number of sets of graphs. Some attempt 
has been made to find such a result, without success. Nevertheless, it is certainly 
true that, in principle, only a bounded amount of calculation is needed to 
evaluate r(G, H) when (8 is fixed. Even if no actual formula can be found, 
perhaps a general algorithm can be found that is reasonably practical. At a 
minimum, it is certain that further results can be proved that simplify the 
calculations. 
A future paper will explore some of these questions, as well as systematically 
developing further specific results. In particular, the special case of r(mG, nH) 
will be studied. Our results deal with the case in which min(m, n) is large. 
Complementary to these is Theorem 2.1 of [2], which permits one to treat 
r(mG, nH) when min(m, R) is small, but maxim, n) is large. 
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